One of the ways to maintain the security of data transfer over the network is to encrypt the data before sending it, for the purpose of increasing data privacy and its importance. Steganography, is used to hide encrypted data in various documents, the art of concealment is embedded Secret Messages (SM) to be passed confidentially within a file without influence on the properties of the file and this can't be anyone's hand is to know that there is confidential data encapsulated by transport data.
Previous research used the Excel file to hide data in different ways, but the data masking and packaging by changing the color content writing is what distinguishes our research and make it alone in this area.
The Microsoft Excel file size is being used to hide data remains constant in spite of the file containing the confidential data. The secret for the survival of file size unchanged despite the addition of encrypted data, is that confidential data is embedding in the value of the color pallet of the font format used in the cells, leading to the font color change slightly.
The main advantage for scathing the Code Message (CM) upon the Cover Excel File (CEF) is making the brute force more confusing and has no possible to visualize the hiding message in normal circumstance, it is somehow rather than embedding it into either MS Word or PPT while the latter done sequentially, in this approach: each Full cell can hide a character with coding process (from 4 bits to 8 bits)
In this study, we have had advantages through applying a new approach of Text to Excel hiding techniques, likewise both the conductivity ratio, and the degree of disappearances are indicated perfectly.
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INTRODUCTION
There are a lot of ways and means that are used by some people to sabotage the property of others, whether tangible or softcopy such as data stored in computer devices. In modern era or the so-called information era, the attempts to subvert the data have grown more than ones trying to destroy sensory value of property, this is what has enriched research on ways in which they can hide information about who does not possess them and put it in the safe. As well as the means by which to detect any hid information illegally.
When talking about Information hiding, the first thing that comes to mind is information encryption process (Cryptography) or converted to another format is understood only by the code or the key (key). But this does not mean that encryption is the only way in which they can hide information from third parties. In fact, the meaning of steganography is only one way to conceal the desired information, which is often used by information thieves, to steal sensitive information [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Steganography is English term, means to hide information by packaging it in different ways. The used methods might be illegal, the purpose of this technique to convey the secret data from one place to another place, but without knowing anybody to do so.
Encryption (Cryptography) is also used to hide the content of the message (but everyone knows its existence), while steganography is another way to hide the existence of the message with no possible of visible detection during the transmitting. For example, a person may use the electronic picture to transfer secret text messages (or even hidden photos) to someone else without knowing anyone.
All who look from outside, thinks that the two people exchanging normal images, while in fact, these images loaded with invisible hidden messages. But how we can include an image that contains these texts or messages? The answer lies in, the digital image is only a set of binary points "pixels", which based on the pattern it may contain a number of binary data bits which is unimportant or unused (LSB). So the person who wants to hide the SM in a picture, unimportant bits should be exploited and filled by his message. There is a nuance from the steganography and the watermark or the (water mark) from the point of camouflage view, in steganography is it concealment of illegally for the purpose of illegal, while in watermark mostly used to save copyright.
Choosing a transmission medium to hide a SMs, the carrier of the SM, is the most important thing to success transfer the confidential data to other party with totally invisible way. The carrier of SM which contains a lot of unused data (bits unused or redundant) is ideal for transport.
Usually determine the carrier's ability to transfer the hidden information through, proportion of information that can be hidden to the clear phenomenon of information. For example, if there is a carrier through which only 1 byte can be added as hidden data for each 100 bytes of clear data, the conductivity of this carrier is 1%.
In addition to the conductivity of the carrier, there is another important feature, called the degree of disappearances. If the information concealed in the carrier is very difficult to be discovered, the carrier is better. The most important qualities of a good carrier are the SM which is hidden won't change during transport. Examples of media that can be used as a carrier of the SM are, images (as in the previous example), audio files and video, data transmitted across networks by different protocol (TCP / IP, UDP, etc.).
There are many programs that have been developed to hide messages in different media, such as JSteg program that hides messages in image JPEG files, and Hidden Secrets program that hides messages in different files, such as JPEG files, BMP, HTML, PNG type, WAV.
RELATED WORKS
Steganography is that the ancient art and young science of hidden communication. A broad definition of the topic includes all finish devours to speak in such the simplest way that the existence of the message cannot be detected. Steganography could be a vital means in which the secret info is embedded into cowl information observably for transmission, so info cannot be simply aware by others. Text steganography is low in redundancy and associated with language rules these cause limit manipulation of text, so that they are both nice challenges to hide message in text properly and to sight such concealment. The SM was encoded and embedded as similar fonts in capital letters of Cover Excel File. projected text steganography methodology will work in numerous cowl documents of various font sorts [1] .
Earlier info-concealing strategies just implant payload (external information) into a Cover Document (e.g., text document, image and audio) and in recent years, specialized concealing strategies are presented to serve specific functions. as an example, in steganography, the cover message content is rigorously manipulated to cypher payload whereas getting to conceal the terribly existence of the encoded info [2] . Steganography virtually means that "covered writing" and is that the art of concealment the terribly existence of a message. A message is that the data to be hidden, something that may be embedded into a small amount stream. along the cover carrier and also the embedded message produce a steganocarrier. concealment data might need a stegano key that is further secret data for extra secret information, like a password, needed for embedding the data [3] .
Steganography is a novel approach of concealment info through convey media so that nobody can acknowledge to observe its existence. it's been originated since the era of the ancient Greeks and also the word "steganography" means that "concealed writing" from the Greek words "steganos" which means "covered or protected and "grapheid' which means "to write" [4] .
There are several wide-spread stenographical media like text, image, audio and video and Text is that the most tough media as a result of the structure of the document is precisely identical to what we tend to obscene and there's no redundant data is accustomed hide information, in distinction to photos or sounds cowl media [5] . Propose a new approach for Hiding information by using the inter-word spacing and the inter-paragraph spacing as a hybrid methodology in [6] .
Anew approach for steganography in Microsoft Word documents, the main plan is that setting any foreground color for invisible characters like the space or the carriage return isn't mirrored or viewed within the document [7] . Steganography is that the science of concealment information inside a cover object so as to stay the secret message invisible and without making any affects to the integrity of the cover object, therefore the overlooked people fail to detect the presence of the secret message. relevant study with the steganography within the MS excel documents technique to cover information within the excel sheets by changing both of the font color and font type of every character of the text with the same cell. additionally, distributes all the bits of secret message at random everywhere the excel sheet counting on a geometrical manner creating it troublesome to extract the secret message again [8] .
Most common text steganographic strategies are used the formatted text documents, like MS Word, PDF, PPT, WORDPAD and etc., as conceal carriers to cover secret info. This study issues on the steganography technique in MS excel document and present a replacement steganographic methodology concealing info with efficiency by text-rotation technique. The projected methodology is enforced by slightly rotating the angle position of the text within the cell to scale back the visible detection of the embedded info. mensuration the text angle position of the cells retrieves the key info. Experiments for various threshold within the algorithmic program are given and also the results show the projected methodology not only contains a sensible physical property, however it is also succeeding the high embedding rate whereas most of cells in excel sheet are short in length [9] .
Steganography is a Tanique that concern with concealment data in redundant area of any invisible medium and keeps the secret data undetectable while not destroying the covered medium integrity [10] .
As a way of protective the key data, steganography doesn't target limiting or dominant the access to data, however it is protected the hidden data to not be detected or destroyed by outside intruders. rather than how the coding protects knowledge information, steganography hides the terribly existence of the data [11] .
Capacity, security and robustness, that influence stenography techniques, these three factor are competitive with one another. capability regards to the amount of secret data bits can be hidden within the covered medium. Security refers to the probabilities to determining the hidden data by the attender. robustness relates to the number of modification the stego-medium will stand up to before the resister destroys the hidden data [12] . fig.1 , this schema allow us to utilize this technique in order to apply the text steganography using the less significant bit (LSB). Whereas the intended text for steganography is called as a Secret Message (SM) or secret text that would be embed in the three color Minutia, in this article we are going to select the (CEF) for the purpose of concealing the text (SM), due to the length of SM is rather enough to be apply for only this formatting schema, besides it could be applicable for the rest of other formatting.
MATERIALS & METHODS
The secret text characters are presenting in the ASCII Code presentation (alphabet a-z or A-Z, number 0-9 and all other symbols) while all characters on it is coding in bit format to prepare them to be scattered to Excel cells in order to achieve the text steganography into cell color schema, Fig. 3 shown the ASCII code in decimal and binary numbers against all the character's and symbols. Table   Some of ASCII Code characters are the actual coding of SM characters that will be coded into 8 bits ASCII code could be starting from "00000000" equivalent to 0 Decimal numbers up to "11111111" equivalent to 255 Decimal numbers, in this article, 1 st reserved cell of header information going to present 4-8 bits for binary coding which included the longest character in the SM and having the rang of transmitting characters that is indicated in the header information by 9999 decimal ( also could be 99999 or more depending on the SM length) in which it be able to identify the ending of SM while doing retrieval process, we are going to deal with the end of SM through 2 nd up to 5 th reserved filled cells ( denoted by the number of transmitting characters) as well as rest of filled cells are the actual cells available for code stream of SM shown in Fig. 4 , hence the first filled cell one is allocated for encoding process into either 4 to 8 bits depends on the longest character in terms of binary numbers in the SM , the 2 nd one till 5 th one filled cells are reserved for the number of transmitting characters for SM, while the beginning of for embedding the coding stream of the SM will be start immediately after the 5 th consecutive filled cells which be the number 6 th serially till the total characters number (N) + 5 (header information).
Fig. 4 resolved cells and cells available for SM
Suppose we are going to send the SM of the length of 16 chars, then the number of cells required to do the steganography process for such an example is N+5 or 16+5 which is equal to 21 cells (actual filled cells), Fig. 5 shown the header information as well as available locations for SM. Since it is the long (L) of the char is 7 bit, we will cut out the last 7 bites and flip it from the right most side to the left most side and then embed it in the 6 th filled cell in CEF as the first char from CM. Repeat this step N times for embed all characters with the proper filled cells.
While the first char was:
At the end of pre-processing, the order for bits will be as below. After getting the result of the columnar and concatenation transfer, the next step is to do the flipping operation from the right most side to the left most side of the throughput transfer by 7 bits of each step as shown in Fig.6 b, whereas the first row of the 1 st step done by the columnar and concatenation transfer that is deferred from the first row of the 3 rd step done by flipping operation as shows above, now each 7 bits is ready to scathe into (CEF), we do the segmentation of the latter result as 2 6 2 5 embedded into the LSB of Red Minutia, 2 4 2 3 embedded into the LSB of Green Minutia, and 2 2 2 1 2 0 embedded into the LSB of Blue Minutia, the process of scattering till there is no characters left over or if the loop reach to the end of loop (N + header length, N+5), notify that the process of decoding is done by the same way but in the reversed steps.
Noted that the first row as the result of the flipping operation matrix is totally differed from that one in the first step of the columnar and concatenation operation as shows in Fig. 6b , therefore the array results of 3 rd step during the flipping operation is scattered in CEF as row by row into each filled cell until the last filled cell, likewise this operation could be hidden each row of 7 bits into font color schema for every turn.
In contrary to the MS-Word and MS-PPT documents is done somehow sequentially, in MS-EXCEL has its properties to embed the secret bits through CEF in such a way that is different arrangements to obfuscating the hidden message into CEF. Below are Fig. 7a , the Excel sheet and Fig. 7b , the pseudo-code algorithm-2 of searching filled cells into CEF. In this approach, we can embed from 4 to 8 bits for each font color cell ( fig. 4) , likewise the manner (order) for hiding the segments code bits in filled cells are shown in Fig. 8 , where the cells are indexed according to its turn sequentially using the auto-program as shown in Pseudo-Code Algorithm-2, the steganography process uses the cell`s turn both embedding and extracting processes for CEF, in our example, we are going to embed 7 bits in the Font Color Formatting, two bits in the Red Color, two bits in the Green Color and the last three in the Blue Color each cell conceals 7 bits (this is the key element of our approach).
The proposed method will hide two or three information bits ether, "1", "0" when embed one bit or "01", "10", "00", "11", when we embed tow bits or, "000", "001", "010", "011", "100", "101", "110", "111", when we embed three bits in each RGB for FCF schema. Using these properties will make the entire FCF schema with concealed bits that appears visually same but statically have different values. This makes the proposed method tenacious enough to be detected by human vision or manual endeavor.
The proposed steganography method has been implemented using MATLAB and is a high level language is written for technical or mathematical computation. Matlab-Dynamic Link Library is an easy to present and implement, GUI is stand for Graphic User Interface that guides a user through the process of either encoding or decoding a message into or from the CEF respectively with quite Friendly Interactions. In this work, Matlab is implemented for processing LSB steganography technique for both coding and decoding process with different CEF size, below is the snap shots of Fig. 9 . As show in the Fig. 10 , this part has the following steps.
Step 1: create a Cover Excel File called CEF and fill it with plain text or cover message (CM). Otherwise find the suitable CEF document that is previously done and filled with the CM. Step 2: find the first filled cell according to its turn using the auto-program as illustrated in Figure. 8 along to the code details is illustrated in the Pseudo-Code algorithm-2, and then embed the bits coding (from 4 to 8 bits coding according to the max character presentation) with first cell. Fill the 2 nd cell till 5 th with the length of the message stream required during the embedding process.
Step 3: Encode the SM (each character in 4 bits or more according to ASCII code table, shown in Fig. 3 ) till the last characters in the SM.
Step 4: Apply the columnar, concatenation transfer, and flipping operation for the bits coding stream, as shown in the Fig. 6a-b , the results of the preprocessing now applicable to scatter into CEF by cell's turn as shown in the Fig. 8 along to Pseudo-Code algorithm-2, this step will be repeated till the last character in the bits code stream, eventually code stream is ready to scatter into CEF for our example SM (MSG):
1. Select the none-empty cell and prepare it for hiding process, according to the cell's turn as shown in Fig. 8 For example: Suppose we want to embed "LOVE" ward in Excel file, we will explain embed for the first time, the others is the same idea.
• Code the message in ASCII Binary code for all characters. L=76 in Dec. ASCII code= 1001100 in Bin ASCII code O=79 in Dec. ASCII code= 1001111 in Bin. ASCII code V=86 in Dec. ASCII code= 1010110 in Bin. ASCII code E= 69 in Dec. ASCII code= 1000101 in Bin. ASCII code • Apply the columnar, concatenation transfer for all characters to be: 1111000000101100111101100101.
• Cut out the last 7 bit from the coded stream: 1100101, Flip it to be 1010011.
• Go to the 6 th filled cell to get the font cell color that was before embeds : 000000110000000100000011 • Divide it into "RGB" Parts, 00000011 for Red, 00000001 for Green and for Blue 00000011, distribute the flipped 7 bits to embed it with LSB in font color parts. Since "10" in Red color, "10" in Green color and "011" in Blue color.
• Set the new color that we get it after embed to 000000100000001000000011.
• Repeat the same approach to embed the rest of other segments of the coded stream with the others filled cells sequentially.
As we see, the first 7 bits in SM was 1001100 while the first 7 bits we embed is 1010011, there is a big differences between them, this means, the decoding is very difficult for hackers or malicious . Also, there is a very small differences between font cell color before embeds "000000110000000100000011" and font cell color after embeds "000000100000001000000011" for each RGB color separately, this means it is impossible to visualize the hiding message in normal circumstance.
Extracting (Retrieval) Part:
As shown in Fig. 10 , this part has the following steps:
Step 1: open the corresponding Excel document which is including the plain text along with the SM.
Step 2: According to the manner for hiding the bits that shown in Fig. 8 , first of all, the first cell is reserved for bits coding while the 2 nd till the 5 th are reserved for the length of SM, after retrieving the header information that will be the guide way to extract the hidden message.
Step 3: Continue fetching the none-empty cells in order to extracting the secret bits from the corresponding cell as the following, read the first two bits from Red Color Font Formatting, second two bits from Green Color Font Formatting, last three bits from Blue Color Font Formatting, carry on retrieving the next cell (Step 3 will be repeated until character length counter is over).
Step 4: Retrieve the SM from the coded stream.
